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Abstract
Multivariate analysis of the acoustic characteristics of speech can provide insight into English
phonology. To identify the acoustic correlates of obstruents, we here performed an
origin-shifted factor analysis of English speech samples. Our multivariate analysis of spectral
changes of speech demonstrated that one extracted factor, the so-called “mid-low factor” with
high factor loadings around 1100 Hz, was strongly associated with vowels and sonorant
consonants. Obstruents never went into the positive direction on this spectral factor. By
contrast, two other spectral factors showed some association with obstruents, i.e., a “high
factor” with high factor loadings above ~3300 Hz, and a “low & mid-high factor”, with high
factor loadings around 300 Hz and 2300 Hz. We focused on two general categories of English
obstruents: fricatives/affricates and plosives in more detail. The results showed that six
fricatives/affricates (/s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /tʃ/, /dʒ/) occupied the positive direction only on the “high
factor”, while five other fricatives/affricates (/θ/, /ð/, /f/, /v/, /h/) occupied the positive direction
on both the “high factor” and the “low & mid-high factor”. All plosives (/p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/)
also occupied the positive direction on both these two spectral factors, but seemed mainly
distributed on the “high factor”. Overall, if we assume that the “mid-low factor” is correlated
with what is called sonority, our factor analysis provides corroborating evidence for a
widely-accepted idea in phonology: In the sonority hierarchy, obstruents are given the lowest
rank, with plosives located at the bottom, and they do not constitute syllable nuclei.
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Introduction
When we pronounce or perceive English speech, we prefer to combine several phonemes into
a combination of sounds called a syllable. Syllables play a prominent role in theories that
have proved useful in describing many prosodic phonological features of different languages
[1]. In its common typology, a syllable is divided into three parts: the onset (or beginning),
the nucleus (or peak), and the coda (or end). The nucleus is the most obligatory part in a
syllable, and a syllable may even consist only of a nucleus, e.g., the first syllable in the
disyllable word about. The nucleus is typically a vowel, while the onset of the coda is often
made up of consonants [2]. This reflects a principle that is used to classify English phonemes:
the sonority hierarchy. A high position in the sonority hierarchy represents a close proximity
to the syllable nucleus. Vowels occupy the highest position in the sonority hierarchy,
followed by sonorant consonants (glides, liquids, nasals). Obstruents (fricatives/affricates,
plosives), formed by obstructing airflow, occupy the lowest position in the sonority hierarchy
[3]. Thus obstruents are always considered as the syllable boundaries, while vowels always
have a position on the syllable nucleus.
It has been argued that multivariate analysis of acoustic characteristics of English speech
sounds can be related to phonological features. In one of the most recent studies using the
classic factor analysis, Ueda and Nakajima (2017) found that multivariate analysis of speech
samples from eight languages/dialects universally showed three spectral factors that appeared
in four frequency bands [4]. Nakajima et al. (2017) further showed that the distributions of
factor scores of English vowels, sonorant consonants, and obstruents, respectively, went from
high to low on a spectral factor with high factor loadings on a frequency range around 1100
Hz. This tendency was highly related to the sonority hierarchy [5]. Furthermore, in our recent
study, we have shown that the distribution of obstruents in English speech is related to two
spectral factors: one is a bimodal factor with high factor loadings around 300 Hz and around
2300 Hz, and the other is a factor with high loadings on a frequency range around 4100 Hz
[6]. In these studies, however, an English speech database was used in which the labeling of
some phonemes was incorrect, and for this reason samples were omitted. To further
investigate how acoustic characteristics of English and phonology are related, a new English
speech database was created. In the present study, we performed a newly-developed type of
factor analysis over speech samples from this database to confirm the previous findings, and
to identify the acoustic correlates of English obstruents in more detail.
Methods
Speech Samples
First, a new English database was created, which contained 100 sentences uttered by one
male and two female native-English speakers. The speech samples in the database were
recorded with a sampling frequency of 44100 Hz and 16-bit linear quantization. The speech
signals of all the spoken sentences ..... segmented into individual phonemes and were labeled
utilizing the International Phonetic Alphabet, with the Cambridge Advanced Learner's
Dictionary as pronunciation reference [7]. A total of 11935 English phonemes was used as
analysis samples.

The Origin-shifted Factor Analysis
The speech samples were analyzed with the origin-shifted factor analysis, that has been
recently developed [8]. This method is potentially suitable to resynthesize speech, because
every starting point of the data is moved from the gravity center to the origin, so that all silent
parts in speech signals would remain silent. In our recent study [6], we compared a classic
factor analysis and the origin-shifted factor analysis and focused on the two main differences
between these multivariate analysis methods: the origin shift and cepstral liftering. Cepstral
liftering is a smooth processing of the signal and applied to the analysis of speech [9]. We
argued that multivariate analysis with cepstral liftering would not relate to the real auditory
signal quality, since it will smooth the speech signals and may weaken the features of speech. It
was concluded that the origin-shifted factor analysis without cepstral liftering is more
recommendable for speech analyses, and we therefore used it in the present analysis.
The two-dimensional axes derived from the origin-shifted factor analysis were rotated by
varimax rotation [10]. As a result, similar to our previous study [6], three main spectral factors
were extracted and their factor loadings were obtained. All analysis samples of English
phonemes were divided into three categories: vowels, sonorant consonants, and obstruents. In
total, 4528 vowels, 2467 sonorant consonants, and 4940 obstruents were used. The factor
scores of the central midpoints of time for all the labeled phoneme samples were calculated. To
observe the acoustic correlates of obstruents in more detail, the distributions of all English
phonemes were analyzed. We focused on the distributions of obstruents in particular (4940 in
total), as represented in the two-dimensional factor space.
Results
Factor Loadings of the Three Spectral Factors
Figure 1 shows the factor loadings obtained by the origin-shifted factor analysis for all the
English speech samples spoken by three native speakers. The cumulative contributions of the
three spectral factors were around 47%. Four main frequency bands were obtained. Their
frequency ranges are indicated by the center frequencies on the horizontal axis in Figure 1. The
first band was a low-frequency band, from about 50 to 600 Hz. The second band was a mid-low
frequency band, around 600 to 1700 Hz. The third band was a mid-high-frequency band, from
about 1700 to 3000 Hz. The fourth constituted a high-frequency band, which was above 3000
Hz. These four frequency bands were related to three spectral factors. One factor, the “low &
mid-high factor” (Figure 1, red line) was bimodal, because it showed high factor loadings on
two center frequency ranges around 300 Hz and around 2300 Hz. Although the second peak of
this factor did not appear very prominently, we considered it to be similar to the shape of the
“low & mid-high factor” as found in our previous study [6]. The second factor, the “mid-low
factor”, was related to the frequency range around 1100 Hz (Figure 1, black line). The third
factor, the “high factor”, was related to the frequency range around 4100 Hz (Figure 1, blue
line).

Figure 1: Factor Loadings of the Three Extracted Spectral Factors of 100 English Speech
Samples from Three Native Speakers with the Origin-Shifted Factor Analysis.
Factor Scores of the Three Spectral Factors
The factor scores of all English phonemes were obtained and distributed into three
categorical areas in the factor space, i.e., vowels, sonorant consonants, and obstruents. On the
“mid-low factor” with a center frequency range around 1100 Hz, the highest factor scores were
obtained by vowels, followed by sonorant consonants, and obstruents. Moreover, most of the
obstruents occupied a position very near to or below zero on the “mid-low factor”. Instead,
obstruents were associated with the two other spectral factors: the “low & mid-high factor” and
the “high factor”, similar to the result in our earlier research [6].
To get more insight into the distributions of individual obstruents in the factor space, more
detailed analyses of obstruents on the “low & mid-high factor” and the “high factor” were
performed. Figure 2 shows the distributions of the factor scores of individual obstruents
divided into eleven fricatives/affricates in Figure 2(a), and six plosives in Figure 2(b). The
distributions show that five fricatives/affricates (/θ/, /ð/, /f/, /v/, /h/) were close to the origin
and both located on the “low & mid-high factor” and the “high factor”, while six
fricatives/affricates (/s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /tʃ/, /dʒ/) were distributed on only the “high factor”,
occupying a relatively wide distribution and high position. Furthermore, all six plosives (/p/,
/t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/) occupied a position above zero on the “low & mid-high factor” and the
“high factor”. Two plosives (/t/, /g/) occupied a wider distribution and reached the highest
positions near fricatives/affricates (/ʃ/, /tʃ/, /dʒ/) on the “high factor”.

Figure 2: The Distributions of the Factor Scores of Obstruents Divided into
Fricatives/Affricates (A) and Plosives (B) in the Two-Dimensional Space of the “Low &
Mid-High Factor” and the “High Factor”.
We further observed the distributions of the average factor scores of the fricatives/affricates
in Figure 3(a) and of the plosives in Figure 3(b), in the two-dimensional space of the “low &
mid-high factor” and the “high factor”. In Figure 3(a), the five fricatives/affricates (/θ/, /ð/, /f/,
/v/, /h/) were close to the origin and on both the “high factor” and the “low & mid-high factor”.
The distributions of the six fricatives/affricates (/s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /tʃ/, /dʒ/) were almost parallel
to and only located on the “high factor”. In Figure 3(b), all six plosives (/p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/)
were close to the origin and on both the “high factor” and the “low & mid-high factor”, but
they were mainly distributed on the “high factor”.

Figure 3: The Distributions of the Average of the Factor Scores of Obstruents Divided into
Fricatives/Affricates (A) and Plosives (B) in the Two-Dimensional Space of the “Low &
Mid-High Factor” and the “High Factor”.

Conclusions
In the present study, the origin-shifted factor analysis was applied to English speech samples.
The samples were taken from a newly-recorded database that contained 100 sentences each
spoken by three native speakers of English. In total, 11935 individually-labeled English
phonemes were used as analysis samples. The analysis showed that the distributions of the
obtained factor scores in the factor space well reflected the phonological roles that English
phonemes are considered to have.
Confirming earlier research [5, 6], our analysis proved again that the “mid-low factor”, with
high factor loadings on a frequency range around 1100 Hz, was only related to vowels and
sonorant consonants. Vowels, sonorant consonants, and obstruents were separated very
clearly on this factor. Vowels had the highest position on the “mid-low factor”. Always
playing the roles of syllable nuclei in English, vowels are high in the sonority hierarchy.
Sonorant consonants occupied the middle position on the “mid-low factor” factor. They are
also in the middle position in the sonority hierarchy, indicating that sonorant consonants play
roles close to those of vowels, in that some of them also can be syllable nuclei. For example,
the nucleus of the first syllable in the word little is the vowel /i/, but the nucleus of the second
syllable is the sonorant consonant /l/ [2]. Obstruents had the lowest position on this “mid-low
factor”. They also have the lowest position in the sonority hierarchy, indicating that
obstruents can hardly be treated as syllable nuclei. Given these findings, we can therefore call
the “mid-low factor” the “sonority factor”, confirming previous results [5, 6].
Secondly, we investigated the acoustic natures of English obstruents in the other two spectral
factors as also extracted in our early studies [6], i.e., the “low & mid-high factor” with bimodal
frequency ranges around 300 Hz and around 2300 Hz, and the “high factor” with a frequency
range around 4100 Hz (Figure 2, Figure 3). In an English syllable, obstruents typically occupy
a low position on the sonority hierarchy. This was clearly reflected in our analysis: obstruents
never went into the positive direction of the “mid-low factor” - the “sonority factor”. By
contrast, obstruents were only distributed on the “high factor”, or on both the “low & mid-high
factor” and the “high factor”. Fricatives/affricates occupied a wider distribution than plosives
on the “high factor”. These pieces of evidence confirmed that obstruents do not constitute the
syllable nucleus.
With the present multivariate analysis, we thus connected acoustics and phonology, by
extracting spectral factors that seem to represent sonority features of English speech sounds.
To further identify the acoustic features of obstruents, the newly-recorded English database
will be used for more analyses about the categorical perception of English phonemes.
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